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Usual models that deal with the integration of vehicle routing and cross-docking operations impose
that every vehicle must stop at the dock even if the vehicle collects and delivers the same set of goods.
In order to allow vehicles to avoid the stop at the dock and thus, reduce transportation costs, we
introduce the Pickup and Delivery Problem with Cross-Docking (PDPCD). An Integer Programming
formulation and a Branch-and-price algorithm for the problem are discussed. Our computational
results indicate that optimal or near optimal solutions for PDPCD indeed allow total costs to be
signiﬁcantly reduced. Due to improvements in the resolution of the pricing problems, the Branch-and-
price algorithm for PDPCD works better than similar algorithms for other models in the literature.
& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Since the pioneering work of Dantzig and Ramser [1] on an
optimal distribution of gasoline to gas stations by a truck ﬂeet, the
Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) has become one of the most studied
problems in Combinatorial Optimization. Over the years, a large
number of studies on other Vehicle Routing Problems that include
more complex operating rules and constraints was documented [2].
Among the VRP variants that received signiﬁcant attention to date,
we can cite the Distance-constrained VRP [3,4], the VRP with time
windows [5–8], the VRP with pickup and delivery [9,10], and the
VRP with Backhauls [11,12], just to name a few.
The need for better solutions for the VRP and its variants
motivated, over the past decades, the development of an impress-
ive number of algorithms, both exact[13–19] and heuristic
[20–23] As the computational power available increased and the
solution techniques improved, more real world applications have
shown to signiﬁcantly beneﬁt from such developments. Practi-
tioners and researchers started to integrate VRP with production
planning problems, to tackle even more sophisticated logistic
systems. Cross-docking is one of such production systems to
which VRP has been integrated with.
Cross-docking (CD) is a recent warehousing technology aimed
to reduce inventory costs in supply chain systems [24]. Goods
collected by a set of inbound vehicles are delivered at the cross-
docking station and after the items are consolidated and grouped
at the dock, they are moved to the vehicles responsible for
delivering them to their ﬁnal destinations. A cross-docking stationll rights reserved.
x: þ55 31 34095858.
s),
g.br (A.S. da Cunha).can be seen as a warehouse where a very reduced amount of
goods are kept in a short term stock, since the dock does not have
long term inventory holding facilities.
In order to operate in such an expedite fashion, a CD system
must deal appropriately with complex issues like, for example,
how truck loading and unloading operations should be scheduled
at the docks [25,26] and how vehicles should be routed to collect
and deliver the goods [27–30]. The way goods are collected and
delivered is of crucial importance for determining the workload
and the time needed to reorganize them at the docks. The more
integrated the resolution of these two problems is, the more cost
and time effective a cross-docking system should be. Bearing that
in mind, a substantial amount of research was dedicated to
propose ways to integrate the resolution of these problems. A
detailed review of the papers dedicated to this matter could be
found in Lee et al. [31], Wen et al. [32], Boysen and Fliedner [26],
and Santos et al. [33,34].
As a result of such attempts of integration, Lee et al. [31]
proposed the Vehicle Routing Problem with Cross-Docking
(VRPCD). In that problem, a ﬂeet of vehicles is in charge of
collecting goods from suppliers, delivering them to their ﬁnal
destinations, after loading and unloading operations take place at
the CD. The goods are collected and delivered considering time
windows constraints. Each time a good is moved from/to a vehicle
at the dock, an additional amount of time is needed to implement
the operation. The goal in VRPCD is to ﬁnd routes (satisfying
vehicles’ capacities and time windows on the nodes) such that all
goods are collected and delivered to their ﬁnal destinations and
the total transportation cost is minimized. Later, Santos et al.
[33,34] considered a slightly different VRPCD, where time win-
dows were neglected and a cost, to be added in the objective
function, is incurred whenever a good is moved from a vehicle to
another at the CD.
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have dealt with VRPCD [31–34] is the assumption that vehicles
must stop at the CD after the goods are collected from the
suppliers. That applies even if the vehicle collects and delivers
the same goods. Of course, allowing vehicles to avoid the stop at
the CD in such cases may reduce the transportation costs while, at
the same time, freeing space and resources at the station.
In this paper, we extend our previous work [33,34] and
consider a VRPCD where vehicles are allowed to avoid the stop
at the CD. Our model considers two types of routes: pickup and
delivery routes [9,35] (when the vehicle does not stop at the CD)
and routes that stop at the CD to implement load changes. We
name such a problem as The Pickup and Delivery Problem with
Cross-Docking (PDPCD). Therefore, the proposed PDPCD is suita-
ble to consider all the problems between a classical Pickup and
Delivery Problem [9] and a classical VRPCD [32], if all vehicles
stop at the CD. We formulate PDPCD as an Integer Program and
implement a Branch-and-price algorithm to solve it.
Compared to other routing models that integrate cross-docking
with vehicle routing in the literature [33,34], the introduction of
pickup and delivery routes allowed substantial reductions in the
transportation costs. For some instances, transportation costs could
be reduced by 7.1% when pickup and delivery routes were included
in the model. From the computational point of view, the introduc-
tion of pickup and delivery routes as well as a better algorithm for
pricing the routes that stop at the CD allowed our Branch-and-
price implementation to run faster than similar algorithms in
Santos et al. [33,34].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we deﬁne PDPCD, present an Integer Programming formulation
and discuss how it improves on previous models of integration
between vehicle routing and cross-docking . A Branch-and-price
algorithm for PDPCD is discussed in Section 3. We present our
computational results in Section 4 and the paper is closed in
Section 5, where we offer some conclusions.2. Problem deﬁnition and Integer Programming formulation
Let G¼ ðV ,AÞ be a directed graph with set of vertices
V ¼ f0g [ S [ C, where S¼ f1, . . . ,ng and C ¼ f10, . . . ,n0g denote,
respectively, sets of n suppliers and n customers and vertex
0 represents the CD. Consider that P¼ fði,i0,qiÞ : i¼ 1, . . . ,ng
denotes a set of n triples, each one representing a demand (or
load) qi40 to be collected from a supplier i and delivered to a
customer i0. Consider as well that a homogeneous ﬂeet of K
vehicles of capacity Q is available. In the paper, we interchange-
ably use the terms loads, goods and demands as well as vehicles
and routes.Fig. 1. Differences between possible solutions for VRPCD and PCPCD, with K¼3, n¼7
(b) One possible solution for PCPCD.Deﬁne costs fcijZ0 : ði,jÞAAg (satisfying the triangle inequal-
ities) and fci : i¼ 1, . . . ,ng to be incurred, respectively, when the
arcs of G are traversed by the vehicles and when a load qi is
moved from one vehicle to another at the CD. The cost ci is
incurred only once, when load qi is delivered by a vehicle that
does not collect it. PDPCD consists of ﬁnding K routes, one for
each vehicle, in order to guarantee that each load qi will be
collected from its supplier ðiASÞ and delivered to its customer
ði0ACÞ. The load shipped in a vehicle cannot exceed the capacity Q
and the goal is to minimize the transportation costs plus the sum
of the costs of changing loads at the CD. Two types of routes are
considered. In(Type 1) routes that start at the CD, visit a subset of suppliers,
return to the CD, implement load changes at the CD, leave the
CD to visit a subset of customers. After visiting the last
customer, the vehicle returns empty to the CD. These routes
either collect loads that they do not deliver, or deliver loads
that they do not collect, or both. (Pickup and delivery) routes that start at the CD, visit a subset
of suppliers and after the last one is visited, start delivering the
collected goods to the customers, without a stop at the CD.
Only after the last customer is visited, the vehicle returns
empty to the CD.
To further illustrate the differences between the two types of
routes, in Fig. 1(a) and (b) we depict two sets of three routes. In
Fig. 1(a), only routes of type 1 are used. In Fig. 1(b), routes of both
types are considered. Note that, in Fig. 1(b), the route implemen-
ted by vehicle k1 visits customer 6
0 right after collecting load q7 at
supplier 7. Therefore, vehicle k1 delivers and collects the same set
of goods and does not stop at the CD.
Depending on the geographical distribution of suppliers and
customers and on how loading/unloading costs compare to arc
costs, optimal solutions to PDPCD may involve both types of
routes or not. If loading/unloading operations are too costly,
optimal PDPCD solutions are likely to include more pickup and
delivery routes. On the contrary, if load changing costs are zero,
routes of type 1 may be selected more frequently.
While PDPCD has not been studied before, VRPCD has received
more attention from the literature. Lee et al. [31] and Wen et al.
[32] introduced Integer Programming models and Tabu search
algorithms for a VRPCD variant where time windows constraints
on the nodes are imposed and no costs are incurred when goods
change vehicles at the CD. Recently [34,33], we suggested Integer
Programming formulations and column generation algorithms for
a VRPCD variation that includes loading/unloading costs at the CD
but neglects time windows constraints.
In order to model PDPCD as an Integer Program (IP), assume
that R denotes the set of routes of type 1 while Rd denotes the setthe ﬁgures, k1, k2 and k3 denote routes. (a) One possible solution for VRPCD.
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denote its cost, given by the sum of the costs of the arcs traversed
by the vehicle. Assume we are given a binary parameter air
indicating whether route rAR [ Rd visits (air ¼ 1) or not (air ¼ 0)
vertex iAV . For a route rAR, consider also a binary parameter
bir :¼ maxf0,ai0rairg that assumes value 1 if and only if route r
visits customer i0 without visiting the corresponding supplier i. In
the model, we use binary decision variables lr and dr , respec-
tively, to select routes from sets R and Rd. The model also makes
use of binary variables ti to deﬁne whether (ti ¼ 1) or not (ti ¼ 0)
load qi is moved from one vehicle to another at the CD. The IP
formulation for PDPCD is
min
X
rAR
crlrþ
X
rARd
crdrþ
Xn
i ¼ 1
citi ð1Þ
X
rAR
lrþ
X
rARd
dr ¼ K ð2Þ
X
rAR
airlrþ
X
rARd
airdr ¼ 1 iAV\f0g ð3Þ
ti
X
rAR
birlrZ0 i¼ 1, . . . ,n ð4Þ
lAB9R9,dAB9Rd9, tABn ð5Þ
The objective function (1) minimizes the total cost, i.e., the
cost of the routes plus the load changing costs. Constraint (2)
assures that all K vehicles are used while constraints (3) guaran-
tee that each supplier and customer will be visited exactly once.
Inequalities (4) couple t and l variables, imposing that ti ¼ 1
whenever a vehicle visits customer i0 without visiting supplier i.
Another modeling approach that we could have followed is to
impose that at most K vehicles (instead of exactly K) could be
involved in a feasible solution. Since one of our goals is to evaluate
the contribution of pickup and delivery routes to decrease the total
cost of integrated VRP and cross-docking models, we proceeded as
other papers in the ﬁeld [31,32,18] that imposed a ﬁxed number of
vehicles in feasible solutions for routing problems.
It is true that imposing time windows on the nodes compli-
cates the resolution of PDPCD and VRPCD because of (at least) two
aspects. Firstly, obtaining feasible solutions through heuristics
becomes harder. Secondly, additional variables and constraints
are required in IP models, in order to guarantee that time
windows are met. However, imposing time windows contributes
to reduce the time needed to solve the pricing problems in
column generation procedures, since fewer states need to be
evaluated during the application of Dynamic Programming algo-
rithms. Because of that, it is not clear for us if their inclusion
reduces or increases the total CPU time needed by column
generation algorithms for PDPCD. The issue goes beyond the
scope of the current study and should be investigated in the
future.
It may be the case that some loads in a supply chain system
must necessarily stop at the CD, while for other loads, stopping at
the CD must be avoided. The Integer Program (1)–(5) can be easily
specialized to deal with such modeling issues. To be more precise,
assume that the suppliers S are partitioned into the following
disjoint sets: (i) a set of suppliers SCDDSwhose loads must stop at
the CD, (ii) a set of suppliers SNSDS whose loads must not stop at
the CD, and (iii) a set of suppliers SFDS whose loads are neither
imposed to stop nor to avoid the stop at the CD. Likewise, deﬁne
the following subsets of customers: CCD :¼ fi0AC : iASCDg, CNS :¼
fi0AC : iASNSg and CF :¼ fi0AC : iASFg. Accordingly, deﬁne
VCD :¼ SCD [ CCD, VNS :¼ SNS [ CNS and VF :¼ SF [ CF . To assign
routes to customers and suppliers satisfying such requirements,one just needs to replace constraints (3) by
X
rAR
airlr ¼ 1 iAVCD ð6Þ
X
rARd
airdr ¼ 1 iAVNS ð7Þ
X
rAR
airlrþ
X
rARd
airdr ¼ 1 iAVF ð8Þ3. A Branch-and-price algorithm for PDPCD
Over the last decade and a half, Branch-and-price (BP) algo-
rithms [36–38] have become an important tool to solve Integer
Programs [39,40] in general, and routing problems [27–29,41] in
particular. In this section, we describe how the Linear Program-
ming (LP) bounds implied by model (1)–(5) are evaluated and
provide the main implementation details on a Branch-and-price
algorithm for PDPCD. Unless stated otherwise, in the exposition
that follows, we assume that VF ¼ C [ S, i.e., VCD ¼ |, VNS ¼ |.
Speciﬁc details will be given when that does not apply.
3.1. Solving the linear programming relaxation by column
generation
Let us consider the Linear Programming Master Program
(LPMP), given by (1)–(4) and
lrZ0 rAR ð9Þ
drZ0 rARd ð10Þ
0rtir1 i¼ 1, . . . ,n ð11Þ
Assume that a, fyi : iAV\f0gg and fwi : i¼ 1, . . . ,ng denote dual
variables, respectively, assigned to constraints (2)–(4). Assume as
well that, by a method to be described shortly, initial subsets of
routes R^  R and R^d  Rd (9R^959R9,9R^d959Rd9) are available and
that, a basic solution flnr : rA R^g, fdnr : rA R^dg and ftni : i¼ 1, . . . ,ng
to the Restricted Linear Programming Master Problem (RLPMP)
formulated and solved after replacing R and Rd in (1)–(4) and
(9)–(11), respectively, by R^ and R^d, is also available. If the
constraints
anþ
X
iAV\f0g
airy
n
i 
Xn
i ¼ 1
birwni rcr 8rAR\R^ ð12Þ
and
anþ
X
iAV\f0g
airy
n
i rcr 8rARd\R^d ð13Þ
of the LPMP dual are satisﬁed, then flnr : rA R^g, flnr ¼ 0 : rAR\R^g,
fdnr : rA R^dg, fdnr ¼ 0 : rARd\R^dg and ftni : i¼ 1, . . . ,ng solve LPMP.
Otherwise, sets R^ and R^d must be enlarged with those routes that,
respectively, violate (12) and (13). A new RLPMP is formulated
and re-optimized . The process is repeated until constraints (12)
and (13) are satisﬁed.
3.1.1. Solving the pricing problems
The problem of pricing routes in column generation algorithms
is usually formulated as Resource Constrained Elementary Short-
est Path Problems (RCESPP) [42,43], which are known to be NP-
hard . In this study, as in many others in the literature, routes are
priced by Dynamic Programming (DP) algorithms. Two DP algo-
rithms were implemented: one for pricing pickup and delivery
routes and another for pricing routes of type 1. The algorithm that
prices pickup and delivery routes is quite similar to that in [43].
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1 routes differs from other DP algorithms found in the literature,
since it takes advantage of speciﬁc dominance rules devised in
this study.
Let us ﬁrst discuss how pickup and delivery routes (rARd) are
priced out by a DP method based on the algorithm introduced in
Ropke and Cordeau [43]. Starting from an initial path that
includes only the CD, the algorithm builds new paths from
existing ones. A label L is assigned to each path kept in a list of
paths. The label stores the load q(L) of the path (the sum of the
loads in the vehicle, at an intermediate or at the end vertex), its
end node v(L) (the last vertex in C or in S visited by the path), a set
OðLÞDS of suppliers visited by the path, whose corresponding
customers were not visited by the path yet and a set of forbidden
vertices UðLÞDS. The latter is used to avoid, for example, that the
vehicle visits a supplier whose load exceeds the vehicle’s free
capacity or to guarantee that a supplier will be visited at most
once, assuring that the path elementarity condition is met. The
label also stores the accumulated reduced cost c(L) of the path.
Assume that S and A, respectively, denote the set of suppliers
visited by the path and the set of arcs traversed by the path. Given
a path whose label is L, if vðLÞAS, we deﬁne C :¼ fi0AC : iASg. That
being stated, the reduced cost of a path, c(L), is deﬁned as
cðLÞ :¼ anþPði,jÞAAcij
P
iASy
n
i 
P
i0ACy
n
i0 .
Like in most DP algorithms, dominance rules are used to
identify states (paths) that, being provably suboptimal, do not
need to be extended. To be more speciﬁc, assume that L1 and L2
are two labels assigned to two paths. We say that L1 dominates L2
if the reduced cost of L1 does not exceed the reduced cost of L2
and if all feasible extensions to L2 are also feasible to L1. As an
example, suppose vðL1Þ ¼ vðL2Þ. Label L1 dominates L2 if:
cðL1ÞrcðL2Þ, qðL1ÞrqðL2Þ, OðL1ÞDOðL2Þ,UðL1ÞDUðL2Þ. A path of
label L can be extended to jAS if: ðvðLÞ,jÞAA, qðLÞþqjrQ and
j=2UðLÞ. Likewise, L can be extended to j0AC if ðvðLÞ,j0ÞAA and
jAOðLÞ. The extension to the CD can only take place if OðLÞ ¼ |.
Let us now discuss a DP algorithm for pricing routes of type 1
(rAR). Such an algorithm makes use of a label that stores all
previously deﬁned data, except set O(L), which is no longer
needed. However, differently from the previous algorithm, two
kinds of labels are needed: forward and backward. Such labels are
used to implement the bidirectional search of the DP algorithm
introduced in [27].
Forward labels (LF) represent paths which start at the source
node and visit a subset of suppliers SDS toward the destination.
Likewise, backward labels (LB) are used to store paths that start at
destination node and visit a subset of customers CDC, towards
the source node. In our implementation, forward labels are
forbidden to visit customer nodes. Similarly, backward labels
are not allowed to be extended to any supplier. Our algorithm
starts determining all feasible labels LF and then LB. Differently
from other implementations of DP bidirectional searches, the
order in which backward or forward labels are determined is not
relevant, since they are, respectively, forbidden to visit suppliers
and customers. Feasible labels LF and LB are generated by
extending paths, according to the same rules used by the algo-
rithm that prices pickup and delivery routes; the only difference
relies on the sets of vertices admissible for extensions. After LF
and LB labels are determined (with the application of dominance
rules to be described shortly), we attempt to merge pairs of
forward and backward labels, in order to build a full feasible path
from source to destination.
The dominance rules for pruning labels LF work as follows
(dominance rules for pruning labels LB are symmetrically
deﬁned). Assume, as before, that LF1 and L
F
2 are two labels assigned
to the paths being compared, S1,S2 are the suppliers visited by
them and A1,A2DA denote the subsets of arcs traversed by thepaths. Recall that both LF1 and L
F
2 only visit vertices of S. From now
on, assume that both paths end in vertex jAS, i.e.,
vðLF1Þ ¼ vðLF2Þ ¼ jAS. For guaranteeing that LF1 dominates LF2, we
must have: (i) S1DS2 (which implies that qðLF1ÞrqðLF2Þ) and (ii)P
ði,jÞAA1cij
P
iA S1
yni þ
P
iAS2\S1
wni r
P
ði,jÞAA2cij
P
iA S2
yni . Note
that in the latter expression, a very conservative assumption
was made: we assume that there is a nondominated backward
label LB, responsible to deliver all loads fqi : iAS2\S1g, which are
collected by LF2 and not collected by L
F
1. In this case, L
F
1 dominates
LF2 if the cost (including the eventual cost of loading/unloading
operations) of LF1 is lower than that of L
F
2.
Since wni Z0 : i¼ 1, . . . ,n, when the term
P
iAS2\S1
wni is included
in the left hand side of condition (ii) above, the dominance
conditions are weakened. As a consequence, compared to the
DP algorithm that prices pickup and delivery routes, fewer paths
should be pruned and much more states are likely to be investi-
gated during the application of DP. However, due to the bidirec-
tional search we implemented, in practice, much less computational
effort was needed to price type 1 routes. We also implemented the
bidirectional search for pricing pickup and delivery routes, but
better results were obtained with the algorithm described earlier in
this section. One possible explanation is the fact that, for pickup and
delivery routes, one needs to guarantee that once iAS is visited,
i0AC will also be visited. Therefore, fewer labels actually qualify
for the application of dominance rules, under the bidirectional
framework.
The pricing problems outlined above can be easily specialized
for the case where VNSa| and/or VCDa|. That can be accom-
plished by removing vertices iAVCD (iAVNS) from the network,
when pricing routes rARd (rAR) by DP. In such cases, dual
variables yi are meant to be assigned to constraints (6)–(8),
respectively, for iAVCD,iAVNS and iAVF .
In the current study, after each RLPMP is solved, both pricing
subproblems (type 1 and pickup and delivery routes) are solved to
optimality by the Dynamic Programming algorithms described
above.
3.2. Branching rules
Assume that flnr : rARg, fdnr : rARdg and ftni : i¼ 1, . . . ,ng denote
a basic optimal solution to (1)–(4) and (9)–(11). Note that
whenever flnr : rARg and fdnr : rARdg are integer, so do variables
ftni : i¼ 1, . . . ,ng. Therefore, whenever that applies, fl
n
r : rARg, fdnr :
rARdg and ftni : i¼ 1, . . . ,ng solve (1)–(5) as well. Otherwise, we
resort to branching, as follows.
For each arc ði,jÞAA, we compute xij :¼
P
rARaijrl
n
r þP
rARd
aijrd
n
r , where aijr denotes a binary parameter that indicates
whether or not arc (i,j) is used by route r. We branch on the most
fractional arc ðp,qÞAarg minði,jÞAAf9xij 12 9g. Ties are broken ran-
domly. Assuming that (p,q) is the arc on which we branch, two
nodes are created. In one of them, we impose the constraintP
rARapqrlrþ
P
rARd
apqrdrZ1 on the Linear Programming Master
Program to be solved at that child node. In the other, we add the
constraint
P
rARapqrlrþ
P
rARd
apqrdrr0. Note that, in doing so,
the structure of the pricing problems does not change.
3.3. Further implementation details
The ﬁrst column generation iteration is initialized by setting
R^ ¼ | and by randomly choosing R^d as follows. We generate K
pickup and delivery routes, randomly choosing sets of suppliers
whose sum of loads does not exceed Q. Then any order of visiting
the suppliers and the customers is chosen. In doing so, we
guarantee that constraint (2) and set partitioning constraints (3)
are satisﬁed. Therefore, when the ﬁrst RLPMP is solved, the values
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tions satisfying the vehicles’ capacities are obtained by means of
randomly choosing vertices in VCD to compose routes of type
1 and vertices in VNS to build pickup and delivery routes. After
that, if the number of routes already chosen is K, we attempt to
include all vertices in VF in those routes of R and Rd chosen.
Otherwise, we create routes spanning only those vertices in VF to
complete the desired number of K routes.
To provide an initial basic solution when a child node is
evaluated, we include an artiﬁcial column/route (with sufﬁciently
high cost and appropriate apqr entries) and solve the associated
LPMP as discussed. At the optimal solution to the LPMP implied
by that node, if the artiﬁcial variable is not left out of the
optimum basis (possibly after pivoting for dealing with primal
degeneracy), the node is considered unfeasible.
Assume now that ~Rd  Rd and ~R  R are the sets of routes
included in the last RLPMP, formulated when the LP relaxation of
model (1)–(5) is solved. In order to obtain a valid upper bound for
PDPCD, we replace sets Rd and R, respectively, by ~Rd and ~R in
(1)–(5). The corresponding IP is solved to optimality by CPLEX
MIP package (release 12.1, under default settings, no multi-
threading is allowed). The optimal cost to that IP is used as an
upper bound for the optimal PDPCD cost. CPLEX is also the Linear
Programming package used to solve each RLPMP in our BP
algorithm, which implements a best-ﬁrst search policy.
As an attempt to speed up our algorithm, at the cost of
lowering the associated LP bounds, we evaluated the effect of
relaxing the elementarity condition on the paths, when solving
the two pricing problems. Our computational results indicated
that, for the instances considered here, the reduction in the CPU
time involved in DP algorithms does not make up the increase on
the number of Branch-and-bound nodes. Therefore, all computa-
tional results described next were obtained without relaxing the
elementarity condition.Table 1
Comparing branch-and-price algorithms for PDPCD and VRPCD—{ci ¼ 0 : i¼ 1, . . . ,n}.
Instance BP for PDPCD
n K Id BLB BUB Gap (%) t (s)
10 4 a 1647.7 1647.7 – 0.63
b 2063.2 2063.2 – 707
c 1872.5 1872.5 – 0.54
d 1740.5 1740.5 – 0.49
e 1947.1 1947.1 – 1009
15 6 a 2562.2 2562.2 – 0.9
b 2894.0 2894.0 – 9836
c 2671.9 2693.6 0.81 tl
d 2577.4 2577.4 – 208
e 2824.5 2832.0 0.26 tl
20 7 a 3145.1 3182.2 1.17 tl
b 3245.6 3248.5 0.09 tl
c 2951.3 2951.3 – 139
d 3264.8 3319.7 1.65 tl
e 2991.4 3000.6 0.31 tl
25 9 a 4031.4 4046.6 0.36 tl
b 4149.8 4149.8 – 10,495
c 3594.9 3594.9 – 16
d 3948.6 3959.4 0.28 tl
e 4070.4 4143.2 1.76 tl
30 10 a 4550.3 4550.3 – 14,078
b 4247.0 4290.4 1.01 tl
c 4652.2 4706.6 1.16 tl
d 4125.1 4226.2 2.38 tl
e 4514.7 4621.0 2.30 tl4. Computational experiments
In this section, we report our computational experience with
the Branch-and-price algorithm implemented for PDPCD. The
algorithm was tested with instances generated from real test
cases, coming from a Danish consulting ﬁrm, described in Wen
et al. [32]. Since those instances included 200 customers and
suppliers and instances of this size are out of reach for current
exact solution approaches, we followed previous studies on the
VRPCD [33,34] and extracted the ﬁrst nAf10,15,20,25,30g sup-
pliers and customers, to generate a new instance for PDPCD. Arc
costs represent the two dimensional Euclidean distance between
their endpoints. Four values of loading/unloading costs
(ci ¼ 0,10,20,40) were considered. For a given instance, the same
loading/unloading costs were imposed to all goods. Such costs
were deﬁned empirically, in order to allow both types of routes to
compete to be included in optimal solutions. If ci ﬁgures are much
larger than routing costs (which depend on the Euclidean dis-
tances), optimal solutions are likely to include only pickup and
delivery routes. As our computational results demonstrate, even
for the largest values of ci considered here, optimal solutions
involve both types of routes. All instances considered here are
available at http://www.dcc.ufmg.br/ fsantos/instances/. In
total, 100 instances were tested.
The algorithms discussed here were coded in Cþþ. Experiments
were conducted with an Intel Core 2 Quad machine, running at
2.2 GHz, with 4 Gb of RAMmemory, under Linux Operating System.
A time limit of four CPU hours was imposed on the execution of the
BP algorithms.
In Tables 1–4, we present detailed computational results for
the case where VF ¼ S [ C. In the ﬁrst three columns of the tables,
we provide instance data: n, K and an instance identiﬁer
(a,b,c,d,e). In the next seven columns, we report on results for
PDPCD: the best lower (BLB) and upper (BUB) bounds obtained byBP for VRPCD
Nodes # Routes BLB BUB t (s)
PDP Type 1
1 1 3 1659.9 1659.9 0.4
3035 2 2 2130.1 2130.1 1525
1 1 3 1921.9 1921.9 94
1 1 3 1776.9 1776.9 1865
3735 1 3 1950.5 1950.5 61
1 2 4 2594.0 2594.0 1.2
12,561 2 4 2911.0 2929.6 tl
18,047 1 5 2722.4 2742.3 tl
289 4 2 2636.7 2679.6 tl
17,981 1 5 2852.8 2852.8 13,756
6592 3 4 3173.2 3202.9 tl
6415 4 3 3325.3 3383.7 tl
69 3 4 3067.0 3105.3 tl
7729 4 3 3311.0 3358.3 tl
3419 3 4 3014.8 3065.9 tl
1855 2 7 4055.9 4060.0 tl
2341 7 2 4243.7 4318.4 tl
1 4 5 3668.7 3728.7 tl
2991 5 4 3986.5 4003.3 tl
1392 2 7 4130.7 4191.8 tl
1221 4 6 4644.0 4664.6 tl
1170 8 2 4343.7 4394.7 tl
556 10 0 4731.2 4771.3 tl
41 5 5 4184.7 4280.3 tl
461 5 5 4586.0 4695.2 tl
Table 2
Comparing Branch-and-price algorithms for PDPCD and VRPCD: fci ¼ 10 : i¼ 1, . . . ,ng.
Instance BP for PDPCD BP for VRPCD
n K Id BLB BUB Gap (%) t (s) Nodes # Routes BLB BUB t (s)
PDP Type 1
10 4 a 1687.5 1687.5 – 0.56 1 1 3 1709.7 1709.7 0.4
b 2083.2 2083.2 – 49 271 2 2 2166.9 2166.9 774
c 1902.5 1902.5 – 4 15 1 3 1951.9 1951.9 0.7
d 1775.9 1775.9 – 0.33 1 1 3 1813.5 1813.5 58
e 1987.1 1987.1 – 34 131 1 3 2000.5 2000.5 13
15 6 a 2622.2 2622.2 – 88 147 2 4 2654.0 2654.0 0.59
b 2925.1 2925.1 – 1 1 2 4 2983.8 2983.8 6479
c 2722.6 2722.6 – 2126 2645 3 3 2801.4 2814.9 tl
d 2597.4 2597.4 – 12 11 4 2 2712.4 2729.3 tl
e 2892.0 2892.0 – 7506 9827 1 5 2916.8 2916.8 1448
20 7 a 3217.7 3247.7 0.91 tl 5641 3 4 3276.1 3327.1 tl
b 3288.5 3288.5 – 1872 909 4 3 3422.8 3437.2 tl
c 2999.2 2999.2 – 408 155 5 2 3161.9 3161.9 655
d 3337.1 3343.7 0.20 tl 6258 3 4 3410.8 3503.6 tl
e 3044.9 3044.9 – 28 7 4 3 3103.4 3120.8 tl
25 9 a 4124.4 4131.7 0.18 tl 969 7 2 4171.9 4175.4 tl
b 4167.1 4167.1 – 79 13 9 0 4374.4 4480.9 tl
c 3661.7 3661.7 – 64 5 6 3 3786.7 3831.8 tl
d 3990.1 3990.1 – 247 45 7 2 4111.8 4111.8 12,010
e 4140.2 4205.5 1.55 tl 1271 5 4 4232.2 4306.6 tl
30 10 a 4621.4 4621.4 – 4520 399 6 4 4727.4 4731.1 tl
b 4294.3 4322.2 0.65 tl 927 8 2 4474.5 4540.3 tl
c 4706.6 4706.6 – 2446 81 10 0 4888.7 4918.4 tl
d 4201.5 4229.4 0.66 tl 34 8 2 4315.9 4338.0 tl
e 4575.8 4645.3 1.49 tl 470 10 0 4692.7 4812.6 tl
Table 3
Comparing Branch-and-price algorithms for PDPCD and VRPCD: fci ¼ 20 : i¼ 1, . . . ,ng.
Instance BP for PDPCD BP for VRPCD
n K Id BLB BUB Gap (%) t (s) Nodes # Routes BLB BUB t (s)
PDP Type 1
10 4 a 1703.9 1703.9 – 0.49 1 4 0 1749.7 1749.7 0.26
b 2103.2 2103.2 – 4 29 2 2 2186.9 2186.9 98
c 1918.1 1918.1 – 1 5 4 0 1977.5 1977.5 0.65
d 1804.1 1804.1 – 0.39 1 2 2 1843.5 1843.5 20
e 2027.1 2027.1 – 56 227 3 1 2044.8 2044.8 10
15 6 a 2664.8 2664.8 – 21 39 2 4 2714.0 2714.0 0.62
b 2955.1 2955.1 – 10 19 2 4 3013.8 3013.8 3
c 2752.6 2752.6 – 133 209 3 3 2868.4 2875.5 tl
d 2617.4 2617.4 – 3 1 4 2 2756.2 2756.2 678
e 2922.5 2922.5 – 15 29 3 3 2970.2 2970.2 984
20 7 a 3256.4 3256.4 – 128 53 7 0 3341.9 3386.9 tl
b 3325.9 3325.9 – 3641 1715 4 3 3476.7 3476.7 8289
c 3019.2 3019.2 – 6 3 5 2 3211.9 3211.9 674
d 3375.0 3375.0 – 5007 2253 4 3 3485.9 3572.9 tl
e 3084.9 3084.9 – 115 23 4 3 3170.8 3170.8 3277
25 9 a 4135.2 4135.2 – 47 3 9 0 4240.0 4251.0 tl
b 4167.1 4167.1 – 16 1 9 0 4445.9 4539.8 tl
c 3691.7 3691.7 – 283 25 6 3 3860.7 3860.7 3857
d 4000.1 4000.1 – 8 1 7 2 4175.5 4175.5 7791
e 4191.5 4248.0 1.33 tl 1209 5 4 4295.7 4377.8 tl
30 10 a 4635.7 4635.7 – 32 1 10 0 4789.4 4794.0 tl
b 4317.1 4327.6 0.24 tl 903 8 2 4526.7 4607.5 tl
c 4706.6 4706.6 – 4001 83 10 0 4964.3 4964.3 7456
d 4228.8 4246.0 0.4 tl 42 8 2 4396.3 4454.7 tl
e 4606.5 4630.9 0.53 tl 533 10 0 4752.1 5021.9 tl
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s) needed by BP to solve the instance (t (s)), the number of nodes
investigated in the search tree, followed by the number of pickupand delivery routes (PDP) and by the number of routes of type 1 in
the best solution found for PDPCD. An entry ‘‘tl’’ at columns t (s)
indicates that the algorithm was unable to solve the instance
Table 4
Comparing Branch-and-price algorithms for PDPCD and VRPCD: fci ¼ 40 : i¼ 1, . . . ,ng.
Instance BP for PDPCD BP for VRPCD
n K Id BLB BUB Gap (%) t (s) Nodes # Routes BLB BUB t (s)
PDP Type 1
10 4 a 1703.9 1703.9 – 0.51 1 4 0 1809.8 1809.8 0.14
b 2119.0 2119.0 – 12 65 4 0 2226.9 2226.9 2
c 1918.1 1918.1 – 0.18 5 4 0 2017.5 2017.5 0.21
d 1824.1 1824.1 – 0.51 1 2 2 1890.4 1890.4 4
e 2032.0 2032.0 – 0.29 1 4 0 2124.0 2124.0 21
15 6 a 2694.4 2694.4 – 1 1 6 0 2802.2 2802.2 0.45
b 2975.6 2975.6 – 3 5 6 0 3073.8 3073.8 0.26
c 2759.4 2759.4 – 76 89 6 0 2938.5 2938.5 573
d 2639.7 2639.7 – 14 13 6 0 2796.2 2796.2 42
e 2951.5 2951.5 – 1 1 4 2 3027.9 3027.9 20
20 7 a 3256.4 3256.4 – 5 1 7 0 3430.3 3454.4 tl
b 3327.7 3327.7 – 414 193 7 0 3526.5 3526.5 549
c 3059.2 3059.2 – 183 71 5 2 3295.3 3295.3 248
d 3390.6 3390.6 – 181 79 7 0 3573.9 3576.5 tl
e 3087.9 3087.9 – 91 19 7 0 3237.1 3237.1 18
25 9 a 4135.2 4135.2 – 64 3 9 0 4334.9 4334.9 14,208
b 4167.1 4167.1 – 14 1 9 0 4515.1 4521.5 tl
c 3713.5 3729.2 0.42 tl 1369 9 0 3920.7 3920.7 963
d 4020.1 4020.1 – 11 1 9 0 4204.0 4204.0 21
e 4242.9 4284.0 0.96 tl 971 9 0 4375.9 4462.0 tl
30 10 a 4635.7 4635.7 – 41 1 10 0 4860.2 4864.1 tl
b 4345.6 4345.6 – 3417 161 10 0 4580.5 4619.2 tl
c 4706.7 4706.7 – 1332 27 10 0 5038.6 5045.0 tl
d 4247.1 4253.5 0.15 tl 33 8 2 4478.2 4532.3 tl
e 4610.7 4630.9 0.44 tl 418 10 0 4847.1 4961.2 tl
Table 5
PDPCD: VFaS [ Cfci ¼ 40 : i¼ 1, . . . ,ng.
Instance BLB BUB Gap (%) t (s) Nodes # Routes
n K Id PDP Type 1
10 4 a 1939.4 1939.4 – 0.04 3 3 1
b 2214.3 2214.3 – 2 267 2 2
c 2094.2 2094.2 – 0.06 3 3 1
d 1911.5 1911.5 – 0.08 5 2 2
e 2224.6 2224.6 – 0.03 1 2 2
15 6 a 2851.9 2851.9 – 18 1343 2 4
b 3031.2 3031.2 – 0.05 1 3 3
c 2848.4 2848.4 – 0.16 1 3 3
d 2770.3 2770.3 – 6 145 3 3
e 3079.3 3079.3 – 0.25 13 3 3
20 7 a 3382.8 3382.8 – 16 149 5 2
b 3471.9 3471.9 – 31 253 4 3
c 3323.0 3323.0 – 6899 23,037 3 4
d 3585.5 3585.5 – 76 467 4 3
e 3215.1 3215.1 – 255 395 4 3
25 9 a 4360.5 4390.3 0.67 tl 5729 4 5
b 4446.7 4450.7 0.09 tl 9638 4 5
c 3871.1 3871.1 – 501 373 5 4
d 4196.6 4196.6 – 2 1 4 5
e 4350.4 4350.4 – 223 77 5 4
30 10 a 4870.7 4870.7 – 16 40 5 5
b 4572.3 4572.3 – 13,504 8355 4 6
c 4950.9 4950.9 – 6947 1894 6 4
d 4478.2 4478.2 – 3615 168 5 5
e 4897.7 4927.9 0.61 tl 5014 6 4
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the VRPCD in Santos et al. [34], in the columns under headings
‘‘previous BP for VRPCD’’. The BP algorithm used to solve VRPCD
here is the same BP algorithm presented in [34], except for the
algorithm used for solving the pricing problem. Now, the bidirec-
tional search DP replaced the Branch-and-cut algorithm imple-
mented in [34] for pricing routes. As a result, a better BP
algorithm for VRPCD was obtained.
As it can be appreciated, the best lower bound provided for a
VRPCD instance is almost always greater than the best upper
bound available for the corresponding PDPCD instance. Consider-
ing only those instances solved to optimality by both methods
(for all values of ci tested here), no exception to that rule was
observed. In such cases, the average cost reduction due to the
introduction of pickup and delivery routes is 3.3%. In some cases
(ci ¼ 40, n¼20, K¼7), optimal solutions to PDPCD are up to 7.1%
cheaper than VRPCD counterparts. The fact that pickup and
delivery routes indeed helps in reducing optimal costs is con-
ﬁrmed by the fact that, in all cases, at least one pickup and
delivery route is found among the best known set of K routes for
PDPCD. It should be pointed out that, as the loading/unloading
costs increase, fewer routes of type 1 (more pickup and delivery
routes) are included in the best solutions for PDPCD (see column
# of routes in Table 4). Therefore, irrespective of how arc costs
compare to load changing costs, PDPCD solutions seem to beneﬁt
from routes that allow vehicles to avoid the stop at CD.
From a computational point of view, BP for PDPCD seems to
work better than the BP algorithm in Santos et al. [34] for VRPCD.
Out of the 100 cases considered here, the BP algorithm in [34]
managed to solve 48 instances to proven optimality, while 72 of
them were solved within the time limit by BP for PDPCD.
Considering those instances left unsolved, duality gaps attained
by BP for PDPCD and BP for VRPCD are around 0.84% and 1.21%,
respectively.Let us now brieﬂy discuss how BP works for the case where
VFaS [ C. For that, we have partitioned S according to:
SCD :¼ fiAS : 1r ir n3
 g, SNS :¼ fiAS : n3 þ1
 
r ir 2n3
 g and SF ¼
fiAS : 2n3 þ1
 
r irng. In Table 5, we indicate results for the
Table 6
Additional computational results—larger capacities and fewer vehicles.
Loading/unloading costs Instance AP1 AP2
n K # Solved instances Average time (s) Average gap (%) # Solved instances Average time (s) Average gap (%)
ci¼0 10 2 3 102 0.98 3 46 0.84
15 3 0 – 2.21 0 – 1.73
20 4 0 – 3.84 0 – 3.62
25 5 0 – 6.04 0 – 5.06
30 5 0 – 9.28 0 – 6.82
ci¼40 10 2 5 346 – 5 1902 –
15 3 4 186 0.22 4 455 0.23
20 4 4 1288 1.05 3 4502 1.74
25 5 1 6777 2.62 0 – 3.97
30 5 1 8738 3.00 1 8483 N/A
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same meaning as the ﬁrst ten columns in Tables 1–4, described
earlier.
Results in Table 5 indicate that, compared to the case where
VF ¼ S [ C, similar sets of instances are solved by BP. However, BP
usually solves the instances with less computational effort. For
those instances left unsolved, smaller duality gaps are obtained at
the end of the time limit, since each node in the tree takes much
less computational effort to be evaluated. That happens since the
graphs involved in the pricing problems for rAR and rARd usually
have fewer nodes, (many nodes are forbidden for each pricing
problem) and, thus, DP is likely to work faster.
4.1. Additional computational experiments with larger capacities
and fewer vehicles
It is widely known that DP based column generation algo-
rithms for solving routing problems usually work well in practice
when the optimal routes are of small/moderate size and/or are
tightly constrained. That explains why, in a previous study for the
VRPCD [34], we solved the problem of pricing routes rAR by a
combination of other different approaches. In that reference, the
pricing problem was formulated as an Integer Program, i.e., the
Selective Travelling Salesman Problem. To solve it, a speciﬁc
Branch-and-cut algorithm was implemented. In addition to the
Branch-and-cut method, a GRASP heuristic was also used. In [34],
the Branch-and-cut algorithm was called only when the heuristic
failed in ﬁnding a route with negative reduced cost.
In order to evaluate the proposed Branch-and-price method
for PDPCD under conditions that are not favorable to algorithms
of its class, we conducted additional computational testings. Such
experiments involve larger values of capacities and fewer vehi-
cles. Therefore, in this section, we report computational results
for the same instances discussed in Section 4, except for the
capacities and the number of vehicles. For each instance discussed
earlier, another instance was created: the capacity was doubled
and the number of vehicles was halved (rounded up). As a
consequence, optimal routes are likely to include more vertices
than what they did for the original values of Q and K.
For such additional experiments, two new different Branch-
and-price implementations were tested. These methods differ
from the Branch-and-price method discussed so far, since, at
least one subproblem is now solved by the GRASP and Branch-
and-cut algorithms in [34]. More precisely, in the ﬁrst Branch-
and-price algorithm discussed in this section (AP1), we replaced
all Dynamic Programming algorithms described in Section 3.1.1
by the combination of GRASP and Branch-and-cut . For the second
(AP2), the GRASP/Branch-and-cut algorithms were used to price
pickup and delivery routes, while, for pricing type 1 routes, GRASPis called before the application of the DP algorithm in Section
3.1.1. AP1 and AP2 were included in our testings because the
Branch-and-price algorithm described earlier, which makes use
only of DP for solving both pricing problems, did not manage to
evaluate the LP lower bounds, within the imposed time limit, for
the new values of Q and K, whenever nZ20.
In Table 6, we present computational results for such instances
and Branch-and-price implementations, AP1 and AP2. For each
value of n and K, and the two extreme values of ci (ci ¼ 0 and
ci ¼ 40), we report results averaged over ﬁve instances (a, b, c, d,
e). For each approach, we report the number of instances solved
to proven optimality (out of 5), the average CPU time (considering
only those instances solved to optimality) and the average duality
gap at termination (considering only instances left unsolved).
Whenever a lower bound was not available at termination for a
given instance (since a single DP execution was not ﬁnished
within the time limit), an entry N/A is indicated in the table.
As it can be observed from results in Table 6, PDPCD becomes
much harder when these new values for Q and K are considered.
While for ci¼40 and the original values of Q and K, the duality gap
at termination never exceeded 0.96% (n¼25), under the new
values, average duality gaps for n¼25 were about 4%. Results are
even worse when ci¼0 values are taken into account.
Finally, note that, for ci¼0, duality gaps obtained for AP2 are
signiﬁcantly smaller than AP1 counterparts. AP2 compares poorly
with AP1 exactly for larger values of ci. In such cases, dominance
rules for the bidirectional Dynamic Programming algorithm that
prices type 1 routes become too loose, for the values of capacities
considered in these testings.5. Conclusions
As an attempt to better integrate routing and scheduling
decisions in cross-docking systems, we introduced the Pickup
and Delivery Problem with Cross-Docking (PDPCD). Compared to
the Vehicle Routing Problem with Cross-Docking (VRPCD) from
the literature, the model proposed here allows routes that do not
stop at the cross-docking to be chosen. In doing so, our aim was to
reduce total distribution costs, since imposing a stop at the cross-
docking may not be cost effective. For solving PDPCD, a Branch-
and-price algorithm was implemented.
Our computational results conﬁrmed the claim that allowing
the new type of routes would reduce total transportation costs.
Optimal solutions for PDPCD are, on the average, at least 3.3%
cheaper than optimal solutions for VRPCD. Sometimes they are
7.1% cheaper than VRPCD counterparts. As a by product, the
Branch-and-price algorithm implemented for PDPCD works better
than similar approaches for VRPCD, due to stronger dominance
F.A. Santos et al. / Computers & Operations Research 40 (2013) 1085–1093 1093rules used in Dynamic Programming algorithms implemented to
solve the pricing problem associated to pickup and delivery
routes.
So far, our model and algorithms do not consider time
windows on the dates goods are to be collected and delivered.
We plan to devise speciﬁc IP models to be tackled by column
generation algorithms that take such constraints into account.
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